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Appendix D      Floatplane Relocation 
 

 
 
In Juneau, flightseeing floatplanes are operated by Wings of Alaska, Inc.  
These floatplanes operate out of the Juneau Harbor, also known as the 
Juneau Seaplane Base. Noise impacts of floatplanes are loudest during 
takeoff, and floatplane noise impacts affect downtown, West Juneau, and 
Douglas as well as Thane and Lucky Me during the plane’s flight up or 
down the channel.  
 
Wings averages 45 to 50 takeoffs per day (most destined for Taku Lodge), 
with 70 to 75 on the busiest days, from the downtown waterfront.  Each trip 
averages 50 minutes in length, including 10 minutes near residential areas (5 
minutes out and 5 minutes back).  Approximately 25,000 people per season 
take fixed-wing flightseeing tours in Juneau (Forest Service DEIS on 
Helicopter Landing Tours of the Juneau Icefield 2002 –2006).  As part of 
this study, we briefly examined the effects of moving flightseeing floatplane 
operations.   
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Relocation to the Juneau Airport Floatplane Pond: 
As an air traffic control issue, representatives of the FAA felt the staff at the 
Juneau Tower could handle the increased air traffic control load if all float 
plane operations were moved to the pond.  Approximately 700 roundtrip bus 
trips would be needed between the Juneau Harbor and the airport per season 
to transport passengers, employee vehicles, vans, and miscellaneous vehicles 
such as fuel trucks.  The airport manager feels there is room on the 
floatplane pond to handle the flightseeing floatplanes, but is very concerned 
about safety and security issues resulting from the additional bus and other 
vehicle traffic to the floatplane pond.  
 
It is the hope of those advocating a move of all floatplanes to the Juneau 
airport that, after takeoff, the planes could fly above the Juneau ridgeline 
until they reach the south end of Thane Road.  As a practical matter, weather 
conditions would eliminate this route between 25 and 50 percent of the time.  
It has been suggested that under low ceiling circumstances, the planes could 
fly around the backside of Douglas, following the island’s west coast all the 
way around past Marmion.  This, however, is a much longer, more 
expensive route and CBJ does not appear to have the legal authority to 
require its use. Far more likely, under bad weather circumstances is that 
planes would fly straight down Gastineau Channel from the airport.     
 
Map C-1 shows the noise footprint for the portion of the flight path between 
the airport and the Douglas Bridge that would be added to the existing noise 
footprint.  This noise footprint is shown at 10,000 feet (5,000 ft. per side) 
and believed to be conservative.  As a point of reference, when measuring 
helicopter noise at the Mendenhall Glacier, the loudest noise at the 
Gladstone Street monitoring site was the sound of floatplanes taking off 
from the Juneau Airport Floatplane Pond. The pond is over a mile and a half 
away.  Though noise impacts would be transferred to a smaller number of 
residences closer to the airport on good weather days, if flightseeing 
floatplanes took the Douglas ridgeline route, on any day they took the route 
down the channel, floatplanes taking off from the pond would add 4,920 
additional homes to their noise footprint.   
 
ADDITIONAL FLOAT PLANE IMPACTS 
FROM MOVING TO AIRPORT 

1500 feet 3000 feet 5000 feet 

AFFECTED PARCELS 355 1933 3464 

AFFECTED UNITS 721 2272 4920 
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Additional Float Plane Noise Corridor from Airport 

 
 5000’ Noise Corridors 

Affected Land Parcels 3464 
Affected Housing Units 4920 
 
 
Relocation to Dupont: 
If flightseeing relocation were to be pursued, a far more promising option 
would be to move the base of floatplane operations to Dupont in a co-
location with the heliport.  Procedures could be developed to incorporate the 
floatplane traffic for takeoff, landing and course reversal that would 
complement the other helicopter flight operations.  (See the Gastineau 
Channel and Southern sites subsections of the Air Safety Section of this 
report).  This would further reduce air traffic in the Gastineau Channel, and 
eliminate the potential conflict with paraglider activity.  However, air traffic 
at the combined heliport/seaplane site could reach the level that would 
require full-time UNICOM advisory staff, or an air traffic control tower. 
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Co-location with the heliport could offer a number of advantages, delivering 
more benefit for the dollar for the cost of access and infrastructure.  
Subchapter T vessels, as discussed under the Dupont site discussion and in 
Appendix C, could be used to transfer passengers directly from the cruise 
ships or docks to the Dupont site for both helicopter and floatplane tours.  As 
the volume of passengers goes up, the benefits of vessel use increase from 
an economic standpoint and in reducing land traffic impacts. 
 
The change in noise impacts that would occur from moving both the 
southern heliport and flightseeing floatplane base to Dupont would be 
dramatic.  The cabins at Lucky Me would experience an increase in noise 
impacts, and operations would be audible, though not loud, from the end of 
Thane Road.  For the rest of Thane, Douglas, Downtown, West Juneau, 
North Douglas, and out Egan Drive towards the Valley, noise impacts from 
flightseeing would virtually go away.       
 


